
Australian National University SCUBA Club Committee Reports 2004

Report to the Annual General Meeting of the ANU Scuba Diving Club, 2 March 2005

President’s Report (Matthias Regner)

We’ve had an absolute bumper season of diving in 2004, and activities are continuing strong

this year. 
Not only did the ANU Scuba Club get a record number of dives underway, with very strong
attendance, the activities were also characterized by a lot of novel aspects, as our members
tried new things and venues. Therefore, apart from trips to all-time favourite destinations like
Jervis Bay, Mystery Bay and other goodies, trips were run by intrepid members to unfamiliar
or long lost destinations, just to name a couple of highlights:

• Gail and Chris didn’t shy from acute mountain sickness to get a core of dedicated altitude

breathers to Blue Lake, a trip that was carried out in very good coordination with NPWS

and involved slogging gear for a considerable distance, posing for the camera (“before”
and “after”!), netting some unfamiliar underwater treasures, and a general clean-up of our
highest glacier lake. Charles wrote up an article (“Diving the Bottoms of the Tops”) for
the magazine “Dive Log”, and given the wide distribution of the Log it’s anybody’s
guess as to the number of divers around the continent shaking their heads at such a Club.

• Then there was the Easter Trip to Bittangabee Bay and Green Cape, once (i.e. within

living memory) a popular destination of the Club. Though participation was very strong,
Bill managed to harness the masses so effectively that there was still a sense of adventure
about the whole joint (seeing the boats moored in the splendid calm waters of
Bittangabee Bay, surrounded by dense bush; rock-hopping 5m deep from Pulpit Rock
only to be washed up those 5m again by the next wave…)

• And the deep-diving expedition to the Sir John Young Banks, whose members once

again realized how strong currents and how heavy twin tank set-ups can actually be
(AND how nitrogen narcosis works in all its facets), but also discovered what seems to
be a hitherto unknown assembly point for a sizeable population of the protected Grey
Nurse Shark.

O-week Market Day was very successful, something we’ve just about got used to. 2004 our

stall was so beleaguered by interested people that the Club’s great deals on diving for
students got dedicated a couple of paragraphs in the Canberra Times.

More media coverage of our activities was to be had for the New and Rusties Trip on the

occasion of Clean-Up Australia Day, at Merimbula Wharf, thanks to Lucy’s and Thomas’
coordination and liaison with the “Merimbula News”. What’s next? Times Magazine?
We also kept in touch with other Dive Clubs in NSW on a combined SCAN weekend at
Ulladulla.

LMI 2004 was another total success, thanks in large part to Nicolie (and her employer, of

course!), who had only ever been on one (ad-hoc) Club trip, but wasn’t daunted by the spectre
of ferrying 25 dive-crazy individuals onto one tiny island in the middle of nowhere for 2
weeks of G&Ts, sunsets, decadent gluttony and nitro-absorption amongst Mantas, turtles and
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whales.

On the administrative side, there are several items to be noted:

The Pufferfish 90hp engine was due to be replaced in 2004. Instead of selling it, the

Committee decided to sell the Daffodils’ 50hp instead and swap the 90hp onto the Daff. This
was mainly to determine whether the (relative) “under-performance” of the Daff could be
remedied by more power, or was inherent to the hull (it IS the hull!). However, the swap, and
the lack of consulting with the general membership, was met with mixed feelings, and some
strong criticism by some members, due to concerns about excessive power on the small Daff.
For insurance purposes, but also piece of mind, the Committee commissioned a survey of the
Daff’s current configuration by a Marine Engineer, who found it to be safe and sound.
Nevertheless, it still doesn’t handle as good as the Puff. It turns out that the certificate will
also come in handy (not to say obligatory) in this year’s sale of the Daff, as the hull ID plate
seems to have been lost during the console modifications a few years back. 

A decision by Committee, to raise the incentive for boat towers by providing a certain

number of “free” dives, met with substantial criticism among both general members and
towers, and the old system was reinstated.

These two issues highlight what might be perceived as a dilemma for serving Committee

members: namely to run the Club business as elected steering body, while at the same time

being transparent and tapping the considerable knowledge and expertise among the

membership. 
While an optimal balance between these aims may sometimes be hard to find, it is simply
impossible to conduct a survey of members’ views on every upcoming subject, and I doubt
that the general membership would appreciate such excessive consultation: Since joining the
Committee my Club mailbox has accumulated a cuddly number of close to 4000 (yes, 4x103)
emails.
If mistakes are made (and there are always mistakes to be made, we’re not professionals after
all), then they are usually easily corrected (e.g. towing subsidy). Thus, the Committee should
have the lee-way to run the Club business on behalf of the members. That’s their job, and
that’s what they were elected for. All this, naturally, within limits set by AGMs. Anyone
seeking to be intimately involved in the decisions is very much invited to do exactly this… …
by joining the Committee.
However, there are of course sometimes clear cases to be made for seeking the most expert
advice amongst members, such as in the planning of the configuration of a replacement boat
for the Daffodil this year. 
In any case, a step in the right direction was taken on a mid-year AGM that the agenda and
minutes of Committee meetings be sent out to all members, to ensure adequate information
and give everyone the opportunity for input.

Our “Women in Sport” initiatives saw a number of women members obtain NSW

Waterways licences (organized by Anita), jointly supported by funds from the SRA and the
Club. I think this has assisted a trend of some of our women members taking more pro-active
roles in this traditionally male-dominated activity. However, while there are a number of very
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involved women leaders I feel that active participation and leadership by women in this Club
could be more widespread and should be even more encouraged.

We have introduced a “show-up” fee of $5 for boat divers on club trips, aimed mainly at

providing for the towing fees, which are fixed costs for club trips and have to be paid,
whether boat diving occurs or not. This not only reduces the “risk” for the coordinator to run
a trip with a loss, but also holds the promise that the healthy Club finances may actually
permit the fees for individual dives to be reduced in the future, or envisage hitherto unplanned
expenditures, e.g. replacement of our compressor (s.th. for the next Committee to consider, of
course).

Late last year we had a quiet handover of the Social Officer. Charlie retired after

transforming the “monthly drinkie-poohs” into a rock-solid part of the core memberships’
calendar. Thanks for the hard partying, Charlie!
Allison took over from him and should, by the time of the AGM, already have mastered her
baptism of fire, the Welcome BBQ.

On a rather unsatisfactory note, the office of Student Officer has been vacant, ever since

Scott left office to focus on his impending fatherhood duties mid-year (Thanks, Scott!).
Unfortunately, no student member was stepping forward to take on the task of reminding the
ANUSC that, after all, we’re a Club run for Students as much as for Staff and other
Canberrans, and to make sure that the voice of students (who are usually the more transient or
inexperienced members) is being heard. I believe that this is a very important office and
really hope that this position will be filled at this AGM.

Finally, let me remind all members to heed safe diving practices, specific issues for our new

members being (recommendations by the outgoing Committee):

• new members to the club, in particular, should take great care not to exceed their

level of training and experience in these, usually unfamiliar, circumstances; the
“imaginative leap” required to anticipate the way we organize and do our Club diving
may well be difficult to make if somebody has only ever dived with commercial
operators (perhaps in the tropics?); in this matter, I encourage our established
members to help even more

• first dives with our Club should be daylight dives, under calm conditions, preferably

a shore dive, and with a buddy agreed upon before enrolling for the dive;

• in general, all members should take care to arrange a briefing of the dive site and

buddy pairs should be arranged before enrolling for a dive; ask around, do not just

plod along! do not rely on another diver ‘being left on the boat’ after everybody has
jumped in!

There are a number of issues for the future that the new Committee may start thinking about.
Among these are: how can we more successfully retain student members who do not return to
dive trips after the N&R Trip (the idea of a questionnaire sent to non-active members was not
pursued by the outgoing Committee)? how to further increase and encourage pro-active
involvement of our women members in the running of the Club? maybe the Club should set
up its own server, to facilitate access privileges? should the compressor be replaced?
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I shouldn’t conclude before pointing out that the work of this (and previous) Committee(s)
regularly draws praise from the SRA! For instance, Paul Gilbert, the Executive Officer,
makes reference to the Scuba Club on many occasions as a Club with exemplary club
governance and accountability. 

I thank all Committee members, who have done a great job in this very busy year. I’d like to
single one out: Treasurer Ole, whose work usually only surfaces as a nagging (threatening?)
“send those receipts to me!”, has ensured in an expert way for a number of years now, though
rarely acknowledged, that the Club stays on track financially. 
Thanks also to all the active non-Committee members coordinating trips, writing reports, or
taking photos, championing a greater involvement of women and students, helping getting
boats ready or repaired, doing tank runs etc. That, above all, is what makes a Club like ours!

Happy diving in 2005! 
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Secretary’s Report (Glenn de Vine)

As the president said, “We’ve had an absolute bumper season of diving in 2004, and activities
are continuing strong this year.” This could be the result of what is perhaps an all-time record
number of members in the club. With 141 financial members as I type this report,  it has
indeed been a very big year.  For  comparison,  there were 111 members  in  2001 and 113
members  in  the  years  2002  and  2003.  By  May  2004  membership  numbers  had  already
surpassed those of 2003. The jump to 141 members in 2004 is an increase of around 25%.

figure 1: ANUSC Membership Donut.

The club  is  comprised  of  almost  40% females  and  57% students.  These  two groups  are
probably the least active after joining the club (in particular the undergraduates in the student
group).  Initiatives  such  as  “Women  in  Sport”  funding  from  the  Sports  and  Recreation
Association and our own club initiatives such as boat license subsidies have encouraged the
ladies to become more active within the club. Hopefully these will continue in the future. It
has also been proposed that a survey be put out to student members to find reasons for the
inactivity  and  possibly  solutions  to  encourage  and  enable  students  to  have  a  greater
participation in  club diving.  One step is  certainly the election of  a  much-needed Student
Officer.

Peter  Christen  has  to  get  a  special  mention  here.  Most  members  will  know of  his  work
through the many digital pictures, both above and below the water, which adorn the club web-
pages. What most members may not know is that Peter also maintains those web-pages. In
2004 Peter has also graciously taken on the task of reading (the often illegible!) membership
forms and entering all the data into electronic format. This is the job of the secretary and I
would like to publicly thank Peter for doing this job throughout 2004. Thanks Pete!
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2004 was a  busy year  for  myself  in  all  aspects.  2005 is  looking like being  even busier.
Consequently,  I  will  not  be  serving  on  the  committee  for  another  term.  To  the  new
committee: have fun and remember, it’s about the diving 

ANU SCUBA Club Financial Members 2004

Adamson, Charles Hosie, Chaye Preston-Stanley, Kane
Alexander, Andrew Hutton, Jonathon Punzmann, Horst
Altmann, Roland Jamieson, Andrew Rabeling, David
Armstrong, Lisa Jones, Peter Ramdutt, Devin
Belacic, Daniel Jordan, Catherine Randall, Lucy
Bloomfield, Chris Kallio, Antti Regner, Matthias
Bokor, Justin Kathage, Richard Reid, Sam
Branson, Penny Keating, Bill Robens, Gabrielle
Burgess, Sam Keating, Jeremy Rubio, Ana
Butter, Julian Keating, Valerie Rutherford, Genevieve
Calcott, Brett Kelly, Christine Sale, Katharine
Campbell, Anna Kesteven, Sue Sands, Kristina
Carreiro, Nicholas Kurtz, Joseph Schortemeyer, Marcus
Cassidy, Robert Larkin, Steve Schram, Norm
Christen, Peter Leao, Richardson Scott, Dean
Cinar, Pinar Lee, Alex Sebo, Kim
Clarke, David Lee, Jason Shield, Alison
Clay, Jo Lee, Stephanie Siebke, Katharina
Collett, Max Leiba, Kenrick Smola, Alexander
Collins, Andrew Leonard, Mark Southby, Chris
Collis, Scott Letzkus, Johannes Spooner, Marc
Conelly, Ben Leung, Alfred Svahn, Katarina
Correge, Thierry Lew, Emma Swann, Naomi
Craig, Shannan Lim, Michelle Tangruthaivanich, Pichet
Dano, Maria Noelyn Lindsey, Babette Tepes-Paleu, Florin
Deutscher, Charlie Lovegrove, Keith Thomas, Paul
de Fredrick, Anita MacAdam, Hugh Tietze, Nadine
de Vine, Glenn Magill, Thomas Toohey, Michelle
Duffield, Erin Mann, Malcom Van Zomeren, Mark
Dugga, Kym Mathesius, Ulrike Vassallo, Lynne
Dunne, Robert Metherell, Lexi Vest, Gail
Edmundson, Darran Metzger, Arnulf Vran, Ray
Freak, Paul Morrison, Sean Walton, Alexandra
Gallagher, Catherine Moyano, Gloria Esperanza Webber, Tristan
Gavin, Kellie Nielsen, Ole Weghorn, Donate
Goldrick, Adam O Donell, Chris Weinman, Jeremy
Gray, Monica Ono, Misa Wenger, Eric
Green, Katy Paeper, Corinna Wiedemann, Ursula
Greenaway, Glynn Pantano, Patrick Wilkie, Laura
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Grieve, Mathew Parks, James Withell, Robyn
Guth, Robert Pentony-Vran, Alex Wood, David
Hamilton, Edith Pentony-Vran, Josie Young, Chuck
Henry, Ron Perkins, Ernie Young, Gavin
Himmelspach, Regina Peterson, Lynsye Young, Ian
Hine, Jennifer Petherbridge, Sarah Young, Nicolie
Hines, Michael Pinkerton, David Zac, Lilac
Hodgson, Jennifer Prcevich, Tony van Zomeren, Philip
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Vice President and Gear Officer’s report (Chris Bloomfield)

It’s been a busy year for the club, with lots of diving, which has seen good utilisation of our
club dive gear. As gear officer, the best thing to be able to say at the AGM is that we have all
the gear that we started with. We have managed it again this year, with the exception of
several tanks that have been replaced. 

Key items:

• The loss of a low pressure steel tank (tank 9) – stolen from a members car. The

cylinder was replaced with a new alloy cylinder, and the member contributed the $70
(the estimated market value of the old cylinder).

• The loss of an aluminium cylinder (tank 1) due to failure at annual test. The cylinder

had developed neck cracks, and has been decommissioned.
• The purchase of 6 new 12.2 litre HP steel tanks for the club, organised at a special rate

of $330 per tank, through Steve Harding, of The Scuba Store. These have been
ordered at the time of this report, and are expected to be in operation by the AGM.

Cleanliness of club gear:
A small, but significant, and ongoing problem for the gear officer is getting club members to
adequately wash gear after use. However, in my experience, this problem is easily corrected
by talking to the offenders, and in general, reminding new members that gear does need to be
washed after use. We can all help out with this – if you are on a club trip, and see someone
dragging regs through the sand, mention to them that it’s not a good idea, and remind them
that they need to clean the gear soon afterwards. After all, it’s likely to be their life hanging
off it on the next dive…

Finally, a bit thankyou to Charlie, Mick, Jeremy, Scott, Tom and Matthias who took a few
hours out of their schedules to issue and return gear for the club. Without the help of you
guys, my job would have been near impossible.

Happy diving in 2005!
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ANU Scuba Diving Club

Boat & Diving Gear Assets

February 2005
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Gear Officer: Chris Bloomfield

Equipment Purchase

Date
Condition Service Schedule Replacement Date

Boat “Daffodil”
NAIAD 4.3m 07/95 OK as required

MSB renewal annually
2005

90 hp Yamaha 12/98 good annually 2005

Anchor + rope + chain 05/01 OK as required 1)

Radio (GME) 03/01 new as required 1)

REDCO trailer

(incl. spare tire)

07/95 OK as required 1)

EAGLE depth Sounder 04/00 Good N/A 1)

Foot pump 07/95 OK N/A 1)

2 fuel tanks 04/02 New N/A 1)

“Daffodil” Safety gear 
V-sheet N/A OK as required 1)

EPIRB (MT250C) 07/95 OK regular battery check battery replacement after 5
years (due Nov. 2006)

First aid kit 06/00 Good if used

4 Flares 08/04 OK N/A 08/06

Hand tool kit N/A OK as required 1)

1 kg Fire Extinguisher 06/00 OK N/A 1)

4 PFD-1 life jacket 04 New N/A

Boat “Pufferfish”
NAIAD 5.3m 12/98 good as required

MSB renewal annually
2009

90 hp Mercury 12/98 New annually 2009

Anchor + rope + chain 12/98 good as required 1)

Radio (GME) 03/01 Good as required 1)

Dunbier trailer 

(incl. spare tyre)

12/98 Good as required 1)

EAGLE depth Sounder 08/99 Good N/A 1)

Foot pump 12/98 OK N/A 1)

2nd fuel tank 03/02 new N/A 1)

“Pufferfish” Safety gear 

1 no fixed replacement date, replacement if required
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V-sheet N/A OK as required 1)

EPIRB (MT250C) 08/98 OK regular battery check battery replacement after 5
years (due in 2003)

first aid kit 06/00 new if used

4 Flares 04/02 new N/A 04/05

Hand tool kit N/A OK as required 1)

2 PDF-I life jackets 12/98 OK N/A 1)

1 kg Fire Extinguisher 12/98 OK N/A 1)
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Equipment Purchase

Date
Condition Service Schedule Replacement Date

Diving Gear 1st turn over 2nd turn over

Tanks
1 Steel scuba tanks

72 cu ft Ron Harding

1970's OK annually >2002    2)

4 Steel scuba tanks

72 cu ft Ron Harding

1970's OK annually >2005    3)

1 Steel scuba tank

68 cu ft swan neck

1970's OK annually >2005    3)

2 Aluminium tanks

88 cu ft Alloy's

1980's OK annually >2010

5 Aluminium tanks

89 cu ft Alloy's

1980's OK annually >2010

3 Aluminium tanks

92 cu ft catalina Allys

2000 OK annually >2015

Regulators
4 Regulators 

Titan regs- digital gauges

1999 OK as required 2009 2019

3 Regulators 

Titan regs- digital gauges

2000 OK as required 2010 2020

3 Regulators 

Titan regs- digital gauges

2001 as new as required 2011 2021

2 Regulators 

Titan regs- digital gauges

2002 new as required 2012 2022

Buoyancy Compensators
1 Buoyancy Compensators

TUSA

1988 4) as required retd. for
spares

1 Buoyancy Compensators

Apollo

1990 4) as required retd. for
spares

1 Buoyancy Compensators

scubatec

1996 4) as required retd. for
spares

1 Buoyancy Compensators

Boss

1996 4) as required retd. for
spares

2 Buoyancy Compensators

Seaquest

1997 OK as required 2005 2013

5 Buoyancy Compensators

Seaquest

1999 OK as required 2007 2015

2 Large Aqualung WAVE BC

vests

6/01 as new as required 2009 2017

2 green painted after sandblasting
3 expect to last - but MAY need replacement over the next few yrs
4 essentially retired
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1 Med Aqualung WAVE BC

vest

6/01 as new as required 2009 2017

1 Med Aqualung WAVE BC

vest

03/02 new as required 2010 2018

1 Small Aqualung WAVE BC

vest

03/02 new as required 2010 2018

General Gear /

Accessories
BAUER Compressor

(incl. Honda 3.5hp)

1972
(1988)

OK as required +
annual service check

1)

GARMIN GPS global

positioning system

(incl. waterproof bag)

11/98 Good N/A 1)

Flashing signal light 6/98 OK as required 1)

Toolbox for hand tools

(screwdrivers, spanner, ....)

04/00 Good as required 1)

Hydraulic Jack 06/00 Good N/A 1)

Battery Charger 06/00 New N/A 1)

2 Jerry cans (black, plastic) 98 OK N/A 1)

4 Jerry cans (black, plastic) 03 New N/A 1)

1 O2 KIT 01 New N/A 1)

1 Marine Radio GX294 12/99 OK N/A spare radio
for long trips

SCUBA Spares &

Tools
Tool box containing: 2

adjustable shifters, circlip pliers,

sewing awl, various

screwdrivers, high pressure

seats, tank valve seats, low

pressure seats, burst discs, high

pressure and low pressure hoses,

comprehensive O-ring set

some
prior: most
2001

Good as required as required

2 UWATEC digital gauges

(spare)

06/00 OK as required as required
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ANU SCUBA DIVING CLUB - Treasurer's report 2004

General

In 2004 the club implemented a scheme aimed at simplifying and streamlining the
administration of the club. The changes were

1: The financial year has been brought into alignment with the calendar year and thus in sync
with our parent body, the ANU Sports & Recreational Association.
Consequently, year 2004 counted 13 months (1 December 2003 to 31 December 2004)  but
future financial years will start on 1 January and end on 31 December. 
Previously, our year started 1/12 and ended 30/11 the following year. One annoying
inconsistency arising from this fact was that payments made by the SRA in December on our
behalf belonged to different financial years depending on the perspective.  

2: The annual audit has been moved from September to early February in order to  ensure that
all transactions from the previous year are audited. In addition, any grant adjustments can be
settled there and then. Previously, only club accounts prior to September were subject to
auditing and there was always a need for a second session in January to settle any outstanding
grant issues.

3: The AGM date has been moved from November to March. The main advantage of this is
that all committee reports presented are complete and have been audited. Previously, all
AGM reports were necessarily preliminary since the year hadn’t been wrapped up.  

Income

Even for a 13 month year, 2004 was extraordinarily active with 20 normal dive trips bringing
in a comfortable $3518 which is $1000 more than the budget. The annual trip to Lady
Musgrave island brought in $2688 amply covering the budgeted $2200 which is what is
generally expected to cover boat and compressor wear and tear. It is a credit to the trip
organisers in general and the Lady Musgrave organiser in particular that these figures don’t
fluctuate wildly and remain close to the budget and as such an indication that members get
good value when diving with the Club. 

Membership intake of $1355 and gear hire $1300 were well above the budget,  we made $703
in (tax free) interest on our savings put aside over the years towards the replacement of our
4.3m boat from 1995, the Daffodil, which is due to take place in 2005 after ten years of
service. 
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Other income was pretty much as budgeted (see balance sheet for details) 
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Expenses

Our expenses in 2004 were generally lower or similar to previous years.
The main expense was the planned replacement of the engine for our 5.3m boat, the
Pufferfish. After trade in of the old 50HP Daffodil engine, and with steel props and fitting, the
new engine cost $8872 of which the SRA paid about half as planned. The committee felt that
the old 90 HP Pufferfish engine was in a better nick than the 50HP Daffodil Engine, so it was
decided to swap the two old engines, equipping the Daffodil with the 90HP engine and
trading in the 50HP engine.

In the process, it transpired that the Daffodil had lost it capacity plaque at some point between
its purchase in 1995 and its refurbishment in year 2000. Consequently, it had to be surveyed
by a marine engineer at a cost of $380.
 

Financial Status  

All up the club came out with a net result of  $3084 which is about $2500 more than what
was budgeted for 2004. Also, in the context of our ten-year-plan of 2001 we are 
in a very good financial position and ready to cope with the planned major capital
replacements in the future.
In that plan we flagged (among other things) that the Daffodil will be 10 years old in 2005
and due for replacement. The main point of this exercise was to involve the SRA in a long
term exercise planning to ensure continued maintenance of our assets in order to keep them
safe and fully functional. 
We have $16,459 in our term deposit in preparation for this capital purchase which the SRA
has also prepared for.

Budget for 2005

The budget for 2005 is based on the ten-year-plan with the following modifications:

Due to a generally better financial situation than predicted, it was decided to allow more
funds towards purchase of the boat due to replace the Daffodil. The amount was therefore
increased from $26,000 to about $33,000. The resale value of the Daffodil is budgeted
conservatively at $5000. However, we feel that it is likely to bring in quite a bit more, due to
its good condition and larger motor.

It was planned to replaced four tanks in 2006 but due to some tanks starting to exhibit cracks
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and a good opportunity coming up, it was decided to replace them in 2005 instead. Should the
SRA accept this request the club would then reduce its grant claim in 2006 accordingly. The
increased grant request for 2005 would amount to the budgeted $2000 for the four tanks less
the budgeted resale value of $200 divided by 2, i.e. $900.

Minor changes include cautious adjustments based on values consistently different from the
planned budget, such as larger membership and gear hire fees and lower values for
oil/fluids/cleaners.  

The main issue, however, is that we as a club maintain the planned grant requests as closely
as possible over the years in order to remain consistent in relation to the SRA.
I would suggest that the new committee makes an extension of the ten-year-plan into 2015 to
keep up the successful equipment replacement schedule, the predictable financial status and
the good relations with the SRA.
 
The planned deficit due the boat replacement will come out of our the funds we have saved
up for that purpose. 

I advise that we maintain the levels of membership and diving fees in 2005 – perhaps with a
slight reduction in order to compensate for the new show-up fees.

In Closing

I am stepping down this year after 4 years as treasurer and look back at my main
contributions, which are

1: Introduction of rigorous and transparent accounting practices.
2: Draft of the ten year plan of 2001 and strict adherence to it.
3: Maintaining an excellent relationship with the SRA built on mutual trust and respect.
4: Ensuring that the financial history is available in the club’s corporate memory through
records kept on the web site. All financial material from 2001 to the present is located at URL
http://www.anu.edu.au/clubs/scuba/committee/treasurer.

In addition, in the beginning of year 2002 I demonstrated to the committee that the increase in
dive fees put in place the year before were too high and that the club as well as the members
are better off with low fees and more diving done.
The fees have remained at that level since and it is evident that the club thrives without
having to resort to exorbitant increases. I continue to believe this and encourage the new
treasurer to consider reducing dive fees a bit after mandatory show-up fees have been
introduced.

It has been a privilege to work with such an interesting and dynamic bunch of capable people
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that make up the ANU Scuba Diving Club. I have been enjoying the challenges and rewards
thoroughly, but it is time to move on, so I wish the club, the new committee and the new
treasurer the best of luck for the future.

Ole Nielsen
Treasurer 
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ANU Scuba Diving Club:       

Dive Trips, 1 Dec 2003 - 31 Dec 2004      

          

# Date Location Organiser Fees Accom Towing Petrol Misc Net result

          

113-14 Dec 2003 Jervis Bay Jeremy Wein. 511.00 -134.60 -90.00 -98.30 33.90 222.00

228-29 Dec 2003 Brush Island Jeremy Wein. 82.00  -30.00  5.00 57.00

32-4 Jan 2004 Tahtra Thomas Magill 543.00 -324.00 -55.00 -39.00 0.00 125.00

423-26 Jan 2004 Montague Anita deFrederick 745.00 -242.00 -100.00 -206.75 18.00 214.25

56-8 Feb 2004 Eden Peter Christen 1558.00 -1150.00 -155.00 -159.56

106.5

6 200.00

620-22 Feb 2004 Alpine lakes Chris Bloomfeld 296.00 -236.00 -45.00  15.00

75-7 March 2004 Tathra Thomas Magill 142.00  -90.00 -50.00 -2.00 0.00

813-15 March Port Hacking Matthias Regner 361.00  -80.00 -98.60 15.00 197.40

9

27-28 March

2004 Eden Scott Collis 626.00  -188.00 -176.28 261.72

1

09-12 April 2004 Green Cape Bill Keating 1277.76 -275.00 -125.00 -325.77 -13.99 538.00

1

124-26 April 2004 Montague Charles Adamson 635.00 -271.00 -103.00 -138.00 123.00

1

28-9 May 2004 Wollongong Glenn deVine 404.00 -170.00 -90.00 -118.00 26.00

1

322-23 May 2004 Currarong Matthias Regner 386.00 -84.00 -95.00 -87.07 119.93
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1

412-14 June Jervis Bay Charles Adamson 837.00 -207.00 -65.00 -49.00 516.00

1

524-25 July 2004 Jervis Bay Jeremy Wein. 319.00 -58.50 -50.00 -35.00 175.50

1

616-17 Oct 2004

Shell

Harbour Steve Larkin 423.00 -192.00 -55.00  176.00

1

730-31 Oct 2004 Jervis Bay Bill Keating 0.00     0.00

1

813-14 Nov 2004 Ulladulla Chris Bloomfeld 138.00  -55.00   83.00

1

927-28 Nov 2004 Mystery Bay Chris Bloomfeld 805.00 -106.20 -110.00 -182.05 406.75

2

011-12 Dec 2004 Jervis Bay Thomas Magill 496.00 -243.50 -100.00 -91.00 61.50

  Total NSW dive trips

10584.7

6 -3693.80

-1681.0

0

-1854.3

8

162.4

7 3518.05

          

 3-17 Sep 2004 Lady Musgrave Island

19550.0

0 -1448.00 -270.00

-1350.0

0  

   Gear hire  -1500.00    

   Charter boats  -6075.00    
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   Food  -5098.14    

   Gas, ice etc  -657.74    

   

Working bee,

parts  -283.48    

   Secure Parking  -180.00    

  Total LMI Nicolie Young

19550.0

0

-15242.3

6 -270.00

-1350.0

0 2687.64
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ANU Scuba Diving Club - Financial Status 1/12/2003 to 31/12/2004 
       

EXPENSES This year Budget  INCOME This year Budget

       

MAINTENANCE:    Member fees 1355.00 800

Boat engine servicing 1295.40 500  Gear hire 1300.00 900

Boat repairs 260.74 1300  Normal dive trips 3518.05 2500

Boat survey 380.00   Musgrave trip 2687.64 2200

Oil/fluids/cleaners/glue 109.32 70  Equipment sale (4) 55.00 1500

Trailer repairs 328.25 600  Interest on accounts 703.03 500

Boat registrations 141.20 130  SRA funding 6467.30 8650

Trailer registrations 104.00 100  GST paid by SRA 753.00 700

Cyltest service 1188.00 1700  Misc (5) 358.00 50

Shed maintenance  100  TOTAL INCOME

17197.0

2 17800

TOTAL MAINTENANCE 3806.91 4500     

    

Income less

expenses 3084.12 650

EQUIPMENT       

90HP Engine (0) 8288.00 10000     

Tank 350.00   STATUS Debit Credit

Other 32.00   Bank accounts 31/12/2004  

TOTAL EQUIPMENT 8670.00 10000  CBA

11777.5

2  

    CUCB 1043892 382.20  

OTHER EXPENSES    CUCB (Term deposit)

16459.2

5  

Sundry expenses/postage      

Activities (1) 186.69   Outstanding   

Memberships (2) 100.00   Edrom lodge 2005 200.00  

Women in sports 295.00 150  Musgrave permit 2005 2100.00  

Bank charges 37.30   Debtors (6) 886.50  

First aid course 960.00 1500  Creditors (7)  2500.90

Miscellaneous (3) 57.00 1000  Retained earnings 2003

26220.4

5

TOTAL OTHER 1635.99 2650  Income less expenses  3084.12

    Balance

31805.4

7

31805.4

7
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TOTAL EXPENSES 14112.90 17150     

    4: Payment for stolen tank, old 50HP traded in, not sold

0: Total cost incl prop, fitting and 50HP trade in   5: Unclaimed payments and anonymous deposit  

1: Welcome BBQ, GM, seceret santa   6: Last divetrip $61.50 + outstanding SRA memberships $825

2: Really $60 per year (but this year was 13 months long :-)  7: Cyltest $1188 + SRA $1312.91  
3: $30 short from EPA reimbursement from 2002 + $27 loss on t-

shirts    

ANU Scuba Diving Club - Suggested budget 2005  

      

EXPENSES
Budget

2005

Result

2004

Result

2003

Result

2002

Result

2001

      

MAINTENANCE:      

Boat engine servicing 1000 1295.40 715.40 472.10 363.00

Boat repairs 1200 260.74 1279.44 974.46 1544.21

Oil/fluids/cleaners/glue 100 109.32 12.97 34.02 100.52

Trailer repairs 250 328.25 399.76 958.35 294.61

Boat registations 126 141.20 137.60 129.20 125.60

Trailer registrations 104 104.00 104.00 67.00 0.00

Tank/Reg/BC/Cmp

service 1730 1188.00 1419.40 1821.35 1401.00

Shed maintenance 100 35.40 41.39 33.75

TOTAL MAINTENANCE 4610 3426.91 4103.97 4497.87 3862.69

      

EQUIPMENT      

BCs 1400  1192.00 1650.00

Regs   45 1788.00 2929.00

Tanks 2000 350.00   

Major equipment 33000 8288.00    

Minor equipment  32.00 880 547.04 1289.59

TOTAL EQUIPMENT 36400 8670.00 924.94 3527.04 5868.59
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Memberships 60 100.00 60 90 

Activities 180 186.69 183 162 171.40

Safety training  960.00   

Women in sports  295.00 30.00 

Other expenses 260 474.30 1189 35.80 90.10

TOTAL EXPENSES 41510.00 14112.90 6461.16 8342.36 9992.78

INCOME
Budget

2005

Result

2004

Result

2003

Result

2002

Result

2001

      

Member fees 900 1355.00 989.05 765.00 605.00

Gear hire 1000 1300.00 1147.00 1250.00 950.00

Normal divetrips 2500 3518.05 1387.33 3276.90 3261.95

Musgrave trip 2200 2687.64 3577.32 1846.53 4733.12

Equipment sale 5200 55.00 231.00 215.00

Fundraising/donations   827.00 5.04 121.50

Interest on accounts 200 703.03 633.61 570.59 253.47

SRA funding 15000 6467.30 2179.60 3846.94 6320.14

GST paid by SRA 1500 753.00 193.80 376.22 524.66

Misc  358.00 279.90   

TOTAL INCOME 28500 17197.02 11214.61 12168.22 16984.84

      

Income less expenses -13010.00 3084.12 4753.45 3825.86 6992.06
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Boat officers Report (Adam Goldrick)

We started with two boats and we still have two boats.

To give an indication on how much work they do;
With around 20 regular trips this year the trailers alone traveled 6 000 KM
each add on LMI takes it up to 10 000 KM/Year which is half the average
distance a family car travels.
Then the boats have burnt around 3000 Liters of fuel, convert that to a car
they would have driven around 30 000 KM (the coastline of Australia is 59
736 KM) So we went half way round the coast by land.*

So what did we do in all this time?

PufferFish.
Got a new donk, 90HP of Mercury Power. 
Got new LED Trailer lights. 
Got its steering console replaced on LMI.
Got a new CB Radio
Got a hole in it, got it fixed.
Got its whole steering replaced.

Daffodil.
Got the old donk off the pufferfish.
Got surveyed for the new engine configuration.
Got ½ a new set of trailer lights (one to still go on)
Got a new dolly wheel.

These boats are work horses and things do break but preventative maintenance
is the better policy and cheaper, they have been regularly serviced and
maintained by you the club members and I and the committee would like to
thank you for that.

The future ?

Poor Daffodil is to be put out to pasture; retiring from the ANUSC it is to
be put up to the highest bidder and we can only hope it goes to a loving
family.



The Boat sub committee has done some great work in researching the
replacement of the Daffodil and we eagerly await the new replacement. 

Pufferfish is still going strong and now with new improved steering it shall
continue to perform to take our keen divers into the big blue and bring them
back.

My personal thanks to Ole for the best long term plan for the club. That
really keeps the boats afloat and we all know where we would be without
them.
And to the Committee for their support and humor, we have had some fun it
has been a pleasure.

*These figures are rough estimates out of my head I am sure those with
maps/charts, a piece of string and a lot of time could prove them imprecise.



Lucy Randall, Environmental Officer

2004 was rather a quiet year environmentally with the issues regarding conservation of key
species limited to:

• Grey Nurse sharks news including: 

o a submission was made to the Department of Environment and Heritage

regarding support for the Cod Grounds Marine Park proposal in February.

o A report on the GNS research activities was circulated in June.

• Clean-Up Australia Day took place at Merimbula Wharf where plenty of divers were

on hand to collect rubbish and some quite new fishing equipment.  We even made it
in the local newspaper with photos of Glen, Adam and Alfred.

• Other environmental news reported during the year included:

o Sustainable Seafood - The Australian Marine Conservation Society (AMCS)

published the Australia's Sustainable Seafood Guide in July

o the decision to stop development in the Ningaloo Marine Park July 2004

o the satellite tracking of 4 white pointer sharks in South Australia in November.


